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PLUTARCH AND AUGUSTINE ON THE BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: REDISCOVERING OUR NEED FOR VIRTUE AND GRACE THROUGH MODERN FICTION​[1]​
	At first glance, there appears to be a stark moral contrast between the original and the reimagined Battlestar Galactica.  The original series presents itself as a celebration of faith, family, liberty, heroism, and virtue—a tale of what is best about human beings, illustrated by its basic conflict: mankind (the good guys) versus the alien Cylon robots (the bad guys).  The new and reimagined Battlestar Galactica may seem to be a tale of what is worst about human beings, illustrated by the origins of the Cylons: “The Cylons were created by man,” the result of human sins.  There is no character whom we could call a hero without qualification.  Friendships are complicated; many characters are concealing dark secrets from those closest to them.  Many are having careless and irresponsible sexual relationships with one another.  Dirk Benedict, who portrayed Starbuck in the original Battlestar Galactica, complains about the new series:
“Re-imagining”, they call it. “un-imagining” is more accurate.  To take what once was and twist it into what never was intended.  So that a television show based on hope, spiritual faith, and family is unimagined and regurgitated as a show of despair, sexual violence and family dysfunction.  To better reflect the times of ambiguous morality in which we live, one would assume.  A show in which the aliens (Cylons) are justified in their desire to destroy our civilisation.​[2]​

In this essay I shall find a place for the new Galactica and its outlook on life using both philosophical and theological resources.  Two ancient sages show how even the most salacious fiction can be spiritually beneficial, for it shows our need for virtue and for grace.  The first sage is the Roman historian and philosopher Plutarch.  Among ancient moral philosophers who were concerned with the effects of bad behavior in fiction, Plutarch distinguishes himself by showing how we can benefit morally from such stories.  To do so we must approach them with a critical mind and from the right perspective; only then will we have the discernment to separate the good from the bad, to learn to embrace and imitate virtue but flee from vice.  The second sage is St. Augustine, both an ancient and a medieval philosopher and, more importantly, a Christian theologian and Church Father.  A comparison of his writings with Plutarch’s produces not only a valuable theological extension of Plutarch’s thought, but also a valuable Christian perspective on the arts.  According to Augustine, the pursuit of virtue only gets us so far, and on its own it cannot get us to a happy life.  In particular, fiction such as this shows us that we need virtue; but it also shows us that we are not virtuous; so it also shows us that we need grace.
We can learn a lot from applying ancient moral psychology to contemporary fiction.  As it turns out, it is too simplistic to conclude from a cursory look at the two Galacticas that the earlier show is good, the later bad.  The truth is far subtler than this initial appearance, for a nuanced understanding of the reimagined Galactica can tell us a great deal about the world and about ourselves.​[3]​  In what follows I shall first expound the concerns of ancient philosophers with the epic fiction of their own day.  Then I shall take a close look at Plutarch’s advice on how to benefit from bad behavior portrayed in fiction.  Next, I shall apply his advice to the reimagined Galactica.  Finally, I shall show that Galactica illustrates Augustine’s argument in The City of God that happiness cannot be found in this life and how it thus points to our need for grace.​[4]​


I. THE PHILOSOPHER’S WORRY ABOUT FICTION
	Philosophers have long worried about the effect of salacious fiction on young minds.  In Plato’s Republic Socrates famously singles out several instances of vice from Homer’s epics, such as the adultery of Ares and Aphrodite and Achilles’ love of money.​[5]​  Likewise, Augustine in his Confessions laments the honors poetry gives to sin.​[6]​  It is dangerous for a culture to treat adultery, gluttony, outbursts of anger, and the like as the deeds of its heroes and gods.  A young person is likely to grow up thinking that such things are normal, expected, and acceptable modes of behavior.
Let us look at two examples, starting with the problem of violence.  No doubt Plato was disturbed that Greek boys grew up thinking of the great military hero Achilles as a paragon of courage.  Achilles’ courage is reckless, his battlefield exploits drunken with rage.  Achilles’ courage lusts for Achilles’ honor; this kind of courage is dangerous, resulting in unnecessary violence and battlefield atrocities.  Yet Greek lads would be prone to see Achilles’ behavior as acceptable, even heroic.  Achilles is a hero to the Greek mind, the man a Greek boy wants to be like.  Greek lads would be prone to reason, if subconsciously: I want to be like Achilles; Achilles behaves in such-and-such a manner; therefore I should behave in such-and-such a manner.​[7]​
	The dangers of sex in fiction are even greater.  Aeneas is the Roman people’s literary hero, their answer to Homer’s Achilles and Odysseus.  Yet he takes the bed of a foreign queen for an extended affair, neglecting his duty to found Rome.  Augustine in Confessions is especially attentive to the dangers such a story poses for a person’s desires.  Infected with images and ideas of salacious sex, young men’s roiling desires are easily stirred towards terrible deeds, and kept not only from marital sexual acts, which are actually beneficial to society,​[8]​ but also from the pursuit of wisdom.  After all, what healthy young male doesn’t find somewhat appealing the idea of being trapped on Calypso’s island (like Odysseus), being ordered by the gods to take Circe’s bed (Odysseus again), or like Aeneas taking shelter in the same cave with lovestruck Dido during a thunderstorm—again with the help of the gods?  Youthful masculinity, a powerful force for the formation of good men, easily turns to antisocial acts of violence and riotous sexual misdeeds.  No wonder so many philosophers were worried that R-rated fiction would encourage youth to go astray.
II. PLUTARCH’S HOW A YOUNG MAN SHOULD STUDY POEMS
	Does this mean that philosophers must oppose all stories with content less wholesome than Aesop, or is there something to be said for such tales?  Some, such as the Epicurean philosophers, counseled abandonment of the poetic arts; given the criticisms in Plato and others it is easy to think that ancient philosophers shared a consensus on this, or at least on reducing storytelling to Aesopian moralizing.  Yet Plutarch explicitly defends the arts, giving a compelling defense of the usefulness of fiction, even when filled with bad behavior.  Plutarch’s defense of poetry is given in his How a Young Man Should Study Poems.​[9]​  In this section I shall explain three of his main points.  First, poetry needs to be handled with discernment; it needs to be judged and tested.  Poetry, interpreted wisely, testifies truly to what is good and what is bad.  Second, poetry deals with imperfect people, giving us imperfect people good opportunities to emulate their efforts to become better.  Third, poetry’s lessons on what is good and what is bad contain philosophical insights that can prepare us for a life of virtue.  After elaborating on these things I shall give two instances of other philosophers who seem to agree with Plutarch.
A. Reading Poetry with Discernment
First, Plutarch says we must approach the tales of the poets with discernment.  In his own words: “Seeing therefore we cannot (and perhaps would not if we could) debar young men . . . from the reading of poets, yet let us keep the stricter guard upon them, as those who need a guide to direct them in their reading. . . .”​[10]​  We need an interpretive framework, a standard by which to evaluate what we are reading.  The poets create rich and complex tales about human affairs; some parts are good, some bad, and some ambiguous.  We must distinguish the good from the bad if poetry is to do no harm to our souls; in order to distinguish them we need a set of criteria.  We should make our “judgments” of fiction “by principles of right reason.”​[11]​  We must search for what will profit in poetry, and cling to that which passes the test of good judgment; thus we will “adhere to such” things in poetry “as tend to the promoting of virtue and the well forming of our manners.”​[12]​
Good poetry puts good deeds in a good light and bad deeds in a bad light.  So one key to reading poetry with discernment is to study the presentation of bad deeds; a poet portrays an evil deed rightly when he portrays it as shameful and as having bad consequences: “For the fiction and representation of evil acts, when it withal acquaints us with the shame and damage befalling the doers, hurts not but rather profits him that reads them.”​[13]​  A central philosophical worry with the power of bad deeds in fiction has been that young people would want to imitate it.  But when evil is portrayed as ugly and destructive, its portrayal tends rather to prevent imitation.  Thus, one of the first rules of reading fiction profitably is to observe, not what may be tempting about some evil deed, but how shameful it is and how devastating its consequences are.
B. Responding to Imperfection in Poetic Characters
Second, Plutarch emphasizes that poetry deals with imperfect people: “poetry is an imitation of the manners and lives of such men as are not perfectly pure and unblamable, but such as are tinctured with passions, misled by false opinions, and muffled with ignorance . . . .”​[14]​  He contrasts this aspect of fiction with the philosophy of Stoicism.​[15]​  The Stoics believe that only a perfectly good person can do anything genuinely good, but Plutarch agrees with the poets that both good and bad can come from the same person.​[16]​
Thus fiction presents a valuable opportunity for moral development.  Fictional heroes may have faults, but by the same token imitable good can come from an imperfect person.  Above all, we can imitate those virtues only an imperfect person can have, the virtues used to become a better person.​[17]​  Thus Plutarch says that in poetry we often see imperfect people “change them [their imperfections] for better qualities.”​[18]​  He cites Achilles and Odysseus understanding that their tempers are dangerous and taking efforts, not just to control anger, but to prevent it from getting out of hand in the first place.​[19]​  And so we have a chance in poetry “not to neglect the improvement of ourselves . . . .”​[20]​
C. The Lessons of Philosophy: in Poetry
Third, the lessons of poetry make it a good training ground for mature philosophizing and for understanding ethical principles.  The failures of fictional characters stem from failings common to nearly everyone: the lust for money, power, fame, or physical pleasure.  Through examples of people who did poorly by seeking the wrong things we can learn that these things are not to be sought.  Similarly, through examples of people who did well by seeking the right things we can learn what things are to be sought.  We can also learn the value of virtue, for the successes of fictional characters stem from their virtues.  Plutarch cites poets who have praised Jupiter for his wisdom, condemned Pindarus for injustice, and likewise praised self-control and courage.​[21]​  Indeed, a doctrine Plutarch thinks lies at the heart of all true philosophy can be discerned in poetry: That the state of one’s soul, whether it is virtuous or vicious, is more important than anything else; a virtuous soul is to be sought as an end, rather than all those things outside the soul by which, through seeking as ends, we so often go astray.​[22]​


D. Two Examples from Other Philosophers
Being able to discriminate the good from the bad “is the first step of learning,”​[23]​ a step that can begin with fiction.  So we need not oppose fiction that is not G-rated.  Two examples will show that other ancient philosophers agree.  First, we can learn to discern and profit from the portrayal of good things as good; this is why Socrates in Plato’s Republic promotes Odysseus as a paragon of courage.​[24]​  In this particular passage in Homer Odysseus is living like a dog in his own home.  He longs to slay those who are disgracing his hospitality.  Achilles would have leapt to defend his honor with rash violence, but Odysseus forbears.  His courage serves wisdom itself, for Athena appears moments later to comfort him.  This is the best form of courage for Plato, the preservation of reason and wisdom, and he approves Homer’s portrayal of it.​[25]​
	Second, we can profit from the fictional portrayal of bad things as bad, or at least as having bad results.  Augustine advises his student Licentius to learn from the mistakes of Pyramus and Thysbe.  Licentius is distracted by love poetry, his young mind focused on tales of sexuality.  Augustine rebukes him, encouraging him to let this love poem be the lesson that teaches him not to love in this manner.​[26]​
III. PLUTARCH ON THE BATTLESTAR GALACTICA
Plutarch’s lessons can help us respond to the scandalous fiction of our own day.  What is true of reading fiction in classical poets is also true of watching fiction on television.  The Galactica is a battlestar rife with immorality.  But we cannot ignore Galactica.  While it would be simpler to stick to Narnia, Middle Earth, and Andy Griffith’s Mayberry, the sheer artistic power of the new Galactica (and other shows like it) demands a response.  Fortunately, there is something to be said for the show’s morals.  I shall now apply Plutarch’s three lessons to the reimagined Battlestar Galactica.  First, I shall look at examples of good portrayed as good and bad portrayed as bad.  Second, I shall show several examples of imperfect people properly, and imitably, improving themselves.  Third, I shall say a few words about the series’ implicit exhortation to virtue.  Finally, I shall apply Plutarch’s advice to one of the harder moral challenges posed by the series, that of sex and marriage.
A clarification may be in order before we begin.  I am not saying that the only reason to enjoy art is for its moral benefit.  Good art has value in itself.  However, since we would like to enjoy good art, it would be good to benefit morally from the enjoyment.  At the least we must not let it do us any harm.  This is also a good reason to investigate Battlestar Galactica: It is very good art.
A. Watching Science Fiction with Discernment
	As Plutarch recommends discerning good and bad behavior in poetry, we can discern good and bad behavior in modern film.  I shall briefly cite several examples of good behavior, and then take a closer look at the bad.  A common example of good behavior in Galactica is courage.  The military heroes of the colonial fleet, such as Lee Adama (Apollo) and Kara Thrace (Starbuck),​[27]​ repeatedly exhibit fearlessness in the face of death.  Philosophers had long considered not fearing death a hallmark of philosophical wisdom.​[28]​  Plato in the Apology has Socrates appeal to Achilles’ fearlessness of death as a lesson for philosophers, and the same can be said of Lee and Kara.​[29]​  Another example of admirable behavior is Lee Adama’s stand for the law.​[30]​  While putting down a prison revolt Lee refuses most of the prisoners’ demands, but accedes to their demand that the presidential elections required by law be held.  Lee takes his stand for the law at considerable personal risk.​[31]​  Finally, at the beginning of the story Karl Agathon performs a tremendous act of self-sacrifice.  Thinking that the survival of the scientist Gaius Baltar will do more good for the human race than his own survival, Karl gives up his seat on a rescue ship for Baltar, knowing he will almost certainly die as a result, likely of radiation poisoning.​[32]​
	The Galactica is also the scene of bad behavior, especially bad sex.  Three examples will show that much of the sexual indulgence in the colonial fleet is bad behavior portrayed badly, i.e. correctly.  First, it is revealed in flashbacks​[33]​ that Kara’s past affair with Zak Adama led her to neglect her duties as a flight instructor, which led to Zak’s tragic death.  Second, Senior Chief Petty Officer Galen Tyrol’s affair with Sharon eventually catches up to him.​[34]​  Galen’s affair also leads him to neglect his duty, which results in a major security breach, after which Galen learns his lesson and ends the relationship.  These are examples of what results from choosing sexual pleasure over one’s duty.  This is exactly the failure of Aeneas in Book IV of Virgil’s Aeneid.  Aeneas’ mistakes with Dido also have tragic consequences.
Or take Gaius Baltar.  Baltar’s behavior is the most erratic of any character’s, but ironically it is also (for most of the story) the most habitually obscene.  Yet, when he is considered from Plutarch’s perspective his presence in the story is justified.  In Baltar we see a man of great vice, but the portrayal of such a man condemns vice and honors virtue.  One of the keys to understanding Galactica is to see Baltar for what he is—a dishonest, whiny sex addict whose dalliances caused the destruction of a civilization.  J. Robert Loftis identifies Baltar’s true nature: He is the sex-addicted tyrant in Book IX of Plato’s Republic.​[35]​  Lust rules his soul like a tyrant rules a city.  Baltar gets a lot of action; with a copy of the young blond, Cylon Number Six, living in his head he can have sex with her any way he wants it anytime he wants it.  There do not immediately appear to be any external consequences for his encounters with her, for no one else can see her.  But does this really make Baltar happy?  A thousand times, NO!  Baltar isn’t free, as a frustrated young man might think, free to have sex whenever he wants.  He is addicted, enslaved to his desire for sex, “a prisoner of his passions.”​[36]​  His unbridled pursuit of sexual pleasure is a chain.  And, like Plato’s tyrant, the sexual dysfunction of Galactica’s tyrant wreaks havoc on society.
There could be no more poignant example of the need to approach fiction with discernment.  One might be tempted to think of Baltar’s life as desirable.  But there is nothing desirable about it.​[37]​  He is a vivid example of how not to live.  His behavior meets Plutarch’s criteria for an accurate portrayal of evil: It is shameful, consisting of the habits of a coward, and it has bad consequences.  Baltar’s ability to keep his greatest mistakes hidden from the public for a long while recalls the tale of Gyges,​[38]​ whose magic invisibility ring gave him the power to hide his sin.  Socrates tells young men who like the idea of being able to do injustice without anyone knowing about it that, even if it were possible (and such invisibility really isn’t possible), it would not make you happy.  Neither does it make Baltar happy.  At the end of Season 2​[39]​ Baltar ascends to the presidency through a democratic election.  As in Republic (Books VIII and IX), tyranny slouches out of a democratic system and proceeds to destroy that democratic system.  His soul tyrannized by riot lust, Baltar rules the city of New Caprica as a tyrant.  While his people live in squalor, he does little to no actual work, and brings any girl he likes into his office.  Baltar is revealed to be the person Plato says a man of such character is: a tyrannical soul governing a city as a tyrant, the most miserable person in the world.​[40]​
B. Responding to Imperfection in the Characters of Science Fiction
Contemporary philosopher Linda Zagzebski laments the lack of virtue in contemporary fiction:
there has been a notable decline in the depiction of individuals who are morally better than the ordinary, and art no longer has the function of representing moral exemplars. . . . some of us doubt that they exist at all.  The psychology of this kind of skepticism is interesting, and my conjecture about it is that it is associated with the desire to think of everyone as morally equal.  Perverse forms of it include delight in seeing the admired brought down.  I suppose that makes the rest of us look better by comparison.  My own view is that such an attitude is not very helpful.  Everyone imitates anyway.  We might as well imitate the right people.​[41]​

I agree that the rarity of imitable virtue in fiction is lamentable.  Moreover, if the lack of virtue in modern fiction is symptomatic of moral malaise—if we have begun to believe that no one can be good in order to excuse our not even wanting to be good—then Zagzebski has every reason to be concerned.  Nevertheless, Plutarch’s advice on how to respond to immorality in fiction suggests a helpful response to Zagzebski.  There is some good in fiction’s portraying imperfect people; it allows for the portrayal of the very important process of becoming better people.  We have already seen one example from the new Galactica: Galen’s affair with Sharon is a shameful and risky string of misdeeds, but he learns his lesson; he soon repents and recommits himself to his duty.​[42]​
Another example is Commander Adama’s approach to the complex relationship of military and civilian priorities.  The Adama in the original Galactica had a healthy sense of the superiority of civilian affairs to military.​[43]​  The new Adama is tempted to prioritize the war effort at the expense of civilian interests, which puts him at odds with President Roslin.  To his credit, Adama’s occasional preference for military affairs pales in comparison to Admiral Cain’s psychotic obsession with victory.​[44]​  More importantly, he struggles to find the right balance, allowing Roslin to persuade him to protect the civilian fleet instead of recklessly engaging the enemy.​[45]​  Later, after a disagreement with Roslin results in a separation of his followers and Roslin’s, Adama heroically decides to reunite the human survivors.​[46]​  This move does not by itself solve the tangle of civilian and military interests, but it is an admirable effort to do so.  As the story progresses, Adama and Roslin become friends (and, later, lovers) and learn to work together to protect the civilian fleet.
Finally, Galactica’s best example of how not to live becomes, in the final season, an example of how to live better.  Gaius Baltar begins to live for a cause other than himself, a new religious order of which he has become a leader.  In the finale he performs his first genuinely altruistic deed, volunteering to join Adama’s desperate attack on a Cylon base to rescue Hera Agathon.  Although this decision makes it more likely than not that he will die that very day, he not only risks sacrificing himself but ends up saving the crew of the Galactica when he convinces the Cylon leader Cavil to give peace a chance.​[47]​
In short, we should never be satisfied with our imperfections just because others are imperfect; we should learn to improve as others who are imperfect have improved.  Although the imperfections of Galactica characters are not praiseworthy, their efforts to become better are both praiseworthy and imitable.
C. The Lessons of Philosophy: in Science Fiction
Battlestar Galactica portrays good and bad, but if we watch it with discernment we will be able to call the good good and the bad bad.  We will be better equipped to flee the bad, and to imitate both what is good and the efforts of imperfect people to become better.  All the foregoing concerns add up to the lessons many ancient philosophers considered truly important: Physical pleasure is not to be pursued as an end in life; death is not to be feared; courage is to be admired, duty obeyed, and virtue pursued.  These lessons, though found throughout the story, are personified in those characters whose souls are most in order: Commander Adama, Lee Adama, President Roslin, her assistant Billy, Karl Agathon, and the man Galen is becoming as the story progresses.  These characters have the least interest in pursuing money, power, fame, or physical pleasure; they are not perfect, but they know what courage and duty are, and have a fuller measure of virtue than most.  If Plutarch is correct, it is in promoting virtue, in particular through characters such as these, that Battlestar Galactica is the most philosophical.
D. Marriage
So immorality in the new Galactica does not preclude its being morally beneficial and can even make it so—if we approach the story with discernment and think about it critically.  Although the series explores numerous interesting ethical issues,​[48]​ sexuality makes a particularly helpful case study in light of ancient reflections on virtue, which commonly focused on this topic.  Marriage was very important to a number of ancient philosophers who saw it as the cure for the sexual dangers of youth.​[49]​  In marriage sexuality does little if any harm and the most good; marriage turns sexual desire to the productive end of rearing children, thus placing it at the furthest remove from Baltar’s raging lust.  In promoting marriage the philosophers had some help from the poets: Homer eventually brings Odysseus home to his Penelope, and when Virgil’s tale ends we know that Aeneas will marry Lavinia.  Marriage doesn’t come off quite as well in the new Galactica, but it could have been a lot worse.  After looking at four examples, proceeding from the worst to the better, I shall summarize the problem of marriage in Galactica and comment on one aspect of Galactica which Plutarch’s principles cannot redeem.
There is little more to say about our first example; for most of the series Gaius Baltar’s lust runs wild, wreaking destruction on his life, his acquaintances (who, due to his behavior, are not genuine friends), and his entire world.  It poisons everything he touches, making him unstable as well as unreliable and dangerous at his jobs: first as scientist, then as vice president, and later as president.  This is sexual desire at its worst.
The lives of Kara and Lee are a good example of the dangers of sexual desire, but they also display a degree of restraint.  Unlike Baltar, and with rare exception (Kara’s past relationship with Zak), they don’t allow their relationships to interfere with their duties.  During the finale to Season 2 they both marry other people.  Later we learn that the marriages were undertaken somewhat spontaneously after Kara and Lee slept together.​[50]​  Each, at times, regrets their marriages.  They are tempted to cheat, but do not; Kara, it seems, does not believe in divorce but is willing to commit adultery, while Lee has no problem with divorce but will not commit adultery.  Returning to his wife, Lee confesses his conflicted feelings and recommits to her.​[51]​  May I suggest that this episode in their lives illustrates that the best thing is to protect marriage as much as possible, to enter into it wisely, and to avoid both divorce and adultery.
	This brings us to the Tyrol family.  Some time after his affair with Sharon, Galen marries his old friend Cally.  Their marriage lasts as long as they do, and we have encouraging evidence of them working through problems together.​[52]​  After all the destruction wrought on society and on relationships by riotous sexual desire, it would be refreshing to see love turned to creative rather than destructive ends.  For a time we are led to believe that in the context of Galen’s marriage to Cally sexual desire has at last found a productive end, for the Tyrol family has a son, baby Nicholas; to all appearance the Tyrols are following the advice of ancient philosophers.  Sadly, we soon learn that Nicholas was conceived during a relationship Cally had with someone else shortly before she married Tyrol.​[53]​  Although their marriage is a faithful one and lasts “till death does them part,” Cally has deceived her husband about her son the whole time.
	But there is one successful marriage, one which succeeds where the philosophers hoped.  Karl and Athena Agathon’s love produces a child, Hera.  Their relationship, admittedly, does not begin in a good marriage, but with a passionate affair on Caprica.​[54]​  Yet it ends up there just the same.  Their love is marked by loyalty and fecundity; and when the story draws to a close, this, the purest example of love on the Galactica, is the best reason the survivors of the Human-Cylon war have to hope for a good future.
The makers of Galactica are reticent to portray a good marriage.  At the end of the series any viewer is disappointed who hopes that Kara and Lee, each now single, will marry.​[55]​  Meanwhile Adama has been a divorcee since the story began, and it is known that Colonel Tigh’s wife Ellen sleeps around.  Through all the failings of marriages on the Galactica one can descry the shining ideal of a good marriage; one gets the feeling that marriage is the best context for sexual love.  One also gets the feeling that practically no one ever attains this ideal.  Nevertheless, one does get the feeling that the ideal is worth fighting for, and that there is hope for a good, or at least a better, marriage.  In the last episode the Tighs are reunited; the Agathons, on a peaceful planet at last, are beginning their new life raising Hera; and even Baltar has turned a new corner, apparently ready to settle down with his old partner, Caprica Six, and take up a living built on honest labor rather than his old habits of deception.​[56]​
A final note is in order concerning a problem in Galactica with which Plutarch cannot help us.  The ancient philosophers can tell us little about the powerful new visual medium through which the Galactica’s tale is told.  Television brings to life not just ideas but the images of sordid deeds.  It was not always so with fiction; three lines after Vergil tells us that Dido and Aeneas met in a cave he describes the awful consequences of the affair, the terrible Carthaginian wars.  We are given the details of the weather at the time, but no details about what happens in the cave.​[57]​  In shocking contrast to Vergil, the reimagined Battlestar Galactica provides images of sexual misdeeds, some of them not too far removed from pornography.  In this respect the new Galactica through its film medium is more dangerous than any fiction the ancient philosophers encountered in the older medium consisting of mere words.
IV. SAINT AUGUSTINE ON THE BATTLESTAR GALACTICA
	Augustine’s The City of God is known for its presentation of Augustine’s philosophy of history and of his thinking on the relationship of the Church and society, not to mention as an example of early Christian apologetics.  However, Book XIX of The City of God is significant for another reason, namely for developing a Christian perspective on the value of the arts.  For here Augustine develops an argument that, when paired with How a Young Man Should Study Poems, extends Plutarch’s philosophical defense of the arts in a theological direction.  Like other Christian medieval thinkers, Augustine found much to appreciate in the pagan philosophers.  The Platonists, Stoics, and even the Epicureans agreed on one principle Augustine found insightful: A happy life requires virtue.  We have seen that Plutarch supports this as well, and that his advice for partaking of fiction with discernment leads to confirmation of this principle from literature and, in our day, from film.  But, for Augustine, this is not enough.  No happy life in this world, in this life and in and through ourselves, is finally attainable—not even for the most virtuous—not for Socrates, Cicero, or Adama.  This world we inhabit, and we who inhabit it, have been too wrecked by sin.  Accordingly, happiness requires grace.  Happiness is not found in this world, in ourselves, or by ourselves; it is found in God, who is not in but above us, and it is found by grace.  The philosophical quest for happiness, in its failure, thus shows the need for a religious pursuit of happiness.​[58]​  After summarizing Augustine’s argument from Book XIX, I will show how Galactica illustrates his argument.
	Augustine describes in Book XIX of The City of God “the reasonings by which men have attempted to make for themselves a happiness in this unhappy life.”​[59]​  Borrowing from Varro, he summarizes as many as 288 possible positions a philosopher could take on the happy life and how to obtain it.  But, he says, Christians see things differently.  To the views of the philosophers, Christians “reply that life eternal is the supreme good, death eternal the supreme evil, and that to obtain the one and escape the other we must live rightly.”​[60]​  But immediately Augustine, like the Apostle Paul before him, references Habakkuk 2:4, saying that we do not have “in ourselves power to live rightly,” and so must pursue happiness with faith.  The problem is that the philosophers have sought happiness “in this life and in themselves,” when neither this life nor ourselves will suffice for happiness.
This life will not suffice for happiness: “For what flood of eloquence can suffice to detail the miseries of this life?”​[61]​  Diseases, natural disasters, deaths of loved ones, and one’s own inevitable death—there is just too much suffering in life to call it happy.  Human society, in the peace of which the happy life would subsist if it were possible, is rife with misery.​[62]​  The best of friendships and marriages have quarrels, and all nations undergo the trials of war.  We long for peace in and among our societies and with each other.​[63]​  But, even when we have it, peace is unstable; we cannot count on it to last.​[64]​
Ourselves will not suffice for happiness.  Augustine points out that even virtue serves only “to wage perpetual war with vices,” not the vices of others but our own vices.​[65]​  He agrees with various ancient philosophers that “the very virtues of this life . . . are certainly its best and most useful possessions,” but he also says that they are “all the more telling proofs” of the misery of life, which they help us to endure.  Virtue “has not perfect authority over vice,” and, “however well one maintains the conflict” against sin, inevitably sin invades our lives: “there steals in some evil thing,” which sullies our words if not our deeds, and our thoughts if not our words.​[66]​  The really, genuinely good human being does not exist, save Jesus Christ; even being pretty good comes at the cost of a constant and arduous struggle within ourselves.
Accordingly, we must seek happiness where it may be found, namely in God.  In addition to practicing virtue as the pagan philosophers did, if a person wants happiness he must pursue it through theological means.  He must submit himself to God; “beg from God grace to do his duty, and the pardon of sins;” “render to God thanks for all the blessings he receives;” and look forward to an eternal life which includes but perfects such happiness as this one allows, with no amount of misery mixed in.​[67]​
The characters on Galactica have ample reason to believe that happiness “in this life and in themselves” is not possible.  They have witnessed uncountable deaths, their world has been consumed by war, and their interpersonal relationships are chaotic and turbulent.  While the relatively virtuous do relatively well, none are fully happy, and all struggle with vice and temptations.  A few examples from the (mostly) happy ending of Galactica, where human and Cylon survivors have found a new world on which to live peacefully, should suffice.  Galen Tyrol is so hurt by recent events that he gives up on society altogether and resolves to dwell as a hermit someplace cold.​[68]​  Roslin and Adama, now lovers, also abandon society, spending a short time together before Roslin dies of cancer.  After burying her, Adama apparently finishes his days alone, talking out loud to her memory.  Karl and Athena Agathon apparently live out a good life together, and Hera may have considered herself happy.  It is revealed that the planet they are on is prehistoric Earth and that Hera is the ancestor of our own human race, the mother of all its achievements and joys.  But she is also the mother of the collective misery of our planet’s troubled history; if Augustine’s analysis of human life is correct, the misery coming from Hera far outweighs her happiness.
	Indeed, Galactica’s conclusion produces a glimmer of theological hope.  Baltar’s conversion to a better way of life is instigated by his newfound religious commitments.​[69]​  Kara has apparently died and resurrected bodily; she mysteriously disappears, leaving behind her memory as a testimony to the other survivors of the hope of some manner of life after death.  It is revealed that there are benevolent higher powers in the universe.  They are not almighty; some are the sort of beings we might call “gods” or “angels,” and they work for someone who doesn’t like to be called “God.”​[70]​  So Galactica’s religion is far from Augustine’s orthodox Christianity.  Nevertheless, the characters’ need for religious hope illustrates his point: Since we want to be happy and cannot do it in this life and by ourselves, we need divine help from beyond ourselves.
In sum, modern fiction, even when focusing on deeply flawed characters, can still be of spiritual benefit, showing the insight of the ancient philosophers that virtue matters; the state of one’s soul matters.  But in doing so, science fiction also confirms the insight of ancient theologians, for it shows what ancient philosophy showed in its noble but unsuccessful attempt to obtain happiness in this life: that it cannot be done.  We cannot reach happiness, not least because we cannot reach virtue.  So we need God.​[71]​
V. CONCLUSION
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